
GENERAL STUDIES COURSE PROPOSAL COVER FORM 
Course information: 
Copy and paste current course information from Class Search/Course Catalog. 

College/School College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Department/School Civic & Economic Thought & 
Leadershi 

_ _.___ _ ____ 

Prefix: CEL Number: 494 Title: Political Thought of Islam, Hinduism, Confucianism Units: 3.0 
Course description: This course compares selected texts in political thought, across civilizations or traditions, that address the
ultimate foundation(s) for basic political principles such as justice and order. A special focus is the relationship between 
reason, religious faith, and custom or tradition as sources of authority for political thinking and action. We will focus on 
traditions and texts from Islam, Hinduism, and Confucianism. Western texts on religion, philosophy, and political authority 
are interspersed with readings from classic Eastern texts, 20th century political works by Eastern and Western thinkers, and 
recent scholarship. 

If yes, please identify course(s): Is this a cross-listed course? 

Is this a shared course? 

No 

No If so, list all academic units offering this course: 
Nole- For courses Iha/ are crosslisted and/or shared. a lei/er of support from the chair1director of each department that offers the course is required for each 
designation requested. By submilling this letter o_f suppor/, the chair.ldireclor agrees to ensure that al/faculty teaching the course are aware of the General Studies 
designalion(s) and ll'i// leach the course in a manner that meets the criteria for each approved designation 

Is this a permanent-numbered course with topics? No 

If yes, all topics under this permanent-numbered course must be taught in a manner that meets the criteria Chair/Director Initials 
for the approved designation(s). It is the responsibility of the chair/director to ensure that all faculty 
teaching the course are aware of the General Studies designation(s) and adhere to the above guidelines. __ (Required) 
Requested designation: Literacy and Critical Inquiry-L Mandatory Review: No 
Note- a sepamle proposal is required for each designation. 

Eligibility: Permanent numbered courses must have completed the university's review and approval process. For the rules governing approval of 
omnibus courses, contact Phyllis.Lucie@.asu.edu. 

Submission deadlines dates are as follow: 

For Fall 2018 Effective Date: October I, 2017 
Area(s) proposed course will serve: 

For Spring 2019 Effective Date: March I 0, 2018 

A single course may be proposed for more than one core or awareness area. A course may satisfy a core area requirement and more than one 
awareness area requirements concurrently. but may not satisfy requirements in two core areas simultaneously. even if approved for those areas. 
With departmental consent, an approved General Studies course may be counted toward both the General Studies requirement and the major 
program of study. 
Checklists for general studies designations: 

Complete and attach the appropriate checklist 
Literacy and ritical Inquiry core cour es ( L) 
Mathematics core courses (MA)

C mputer/sLati. tics/quantitative application core courses (CS) 
Humanjties. Arts and Design core cour es (HU) 
Social-Behavioral ciences core courses (SB) 
Natural ciences core courses (SO/SG) 
Cultural Diversity in th United !ates courses (C) 
Global Awareness courses (G) 
Historical Awareness courses (H) 

A complete proposal should include: 

[gl Signed course proposal cover fonn 
[gl Criteria checklist for General Studies designation being requested 
[gl Cour e catalog description 
[gl Sample syllabus for the course 
[gl Copy of table of contents from the textbook and list of required readings/books 

It is respectfully requested that proposals are submitted electronically with all files compiled into one PDF. 
Contact information: 

Name Paul Carrese E-mail _Qcarrese@asu_.e_d_u _ _ _ ___ _ Phone 965 0308 

Department Chair/Director approval: (Required) 

Chair/Director name (Typed): Paul O Carrese 
- -- - ---- --

Date: 4/11/18 

Rev. 3/2017 
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Course Prefix Number Title General Studies 
Desi2:nation 

CEL 494 Political Thought oflslam, Hinduism, L 
Confucianism 

Explain in detail which student activities correspond to the specific designation criteria. 
Please use the following organizer to explain how the criteria are being met. 

Criteria (from How course meets spirit Please provide detailed evidence of how course 
checksheet) (contextualize specific meets criteria (i.e., where in syllabus) 

examples in next column) 

C-1 60% of grade depends upon p. 2 of syllabus, bottom, under Assessment
analytical essays. A mid-course 
essay (20%) of2,000 words (6-7 
pp. double-spaced); then a 
comprehensive final essay (60%) 
of3,500 - 4,000 words (at least 12 
pp. double-spaced). The 
assignments emphasize close 
analysis of primary sources 
assigned for the course as well as 
analysis of secondary sources. 

C-2 The syllabus specifies that p. 2 of syllabus, top paragraph, and under Leaming
"mature writing" is a main course Objectives, and under Assessment
objective; and that "careful 
reading" of texts and "criticial 
thinking" are the means to that 
end, and also main objectives of 
the course. Writing guidelines 
further substantiate these 
aims. The entire course is a 
syllabus ofreadings, both classic 
primary sources and important 
secondary or more contemporary 
sources; with class discussion that 
facilitates a deeper approach to 
reading, understanding, 
discussing these readings. The 
writing guidelines emphasize 
documentation of close reading 
and analysis of the sources; and 
"critical thinking" is defined in 
the course objectives. 

C-3 Two writing assignments are p. 2 of syllabus, top paragraph, and under Leaming
required, each of substantial Objectives, and under Assessment; the two essay
depth, quantity, and quality; and assignments also are included
one presentation assignment that 
requires preparation of a one-page 
outline. These are meant to 
evaluate student achievement of 
the three main learning objectives 
for the course as specified in the 
syllabus (see C-2 above). 
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This is a seminar course emphasizing class discussion and written essays. For these C-2
reasons, preparation of the assigned reading and full participation in course discussions will be C-3
vital to the seminar's success. 

Learning Objectives and Life Abilities to Be Developed 

I. Careful reading. The ability to closely read a classic text is a lifelong one, which you can
transfer to other writings and to reading human situations in civic and political life. You may
have to read a text or section several times - taking notes, outlining, jotting in the margin,
reviewing the argument.

2. Critical thinking, independent learning, intellectual curiosity, and philosophical growth. You
should prepare each of the readings for our meetings, and have questions ready; in our class
sessions, stay engaged by taking notes, raising questions, joining in discussion. Liberal
education requires an active approach to learning. Philosophical growth requires a commitment
to joining the human dialogue, across history and civilizations, about the most important
questions and debates for individuals and social order.

3. Mature writing. We will work on abilities of analysis, and to master the mechanics and
graces of the English language. Good writing requires preparing drafts, learning from criticism,
revising, and polishing- a lifelong ability that opens the way to deeper thinking and substance.

Required Materials 

There are only two required texts for this seminar, given our diverse topics. Many readings will 
be distributed via Blackboard and email. Be sure that you read e-mail messages from 
Blackboard or directly from me regarding class assignments and reading sources. Required texts: 

Medieval Political Philosophy: A Sourcebook, ed. Ralph Lerner and Muhsin Mahdi. Cornell 
University Press, Agora Editions, 1972. $24.95, paperback. ISBN: 978-0-8014-9139-9. 

Note: we are NOT using the new, expanded edition of this text published in 2011, with 
different editors, by Cornell University Press 

Amartya Sen, The Argumentative Indian: Writings on Indian History, Culture and Identity. New 
York, Picador/Macmillan, 2006. ISBN-10: 031242602X; ISBN-13: 978-0312426026. List 
price: $18.00, paperback. 

Assessment: I 000 points 

= 200 pts ( I 00 pts at midterm, final) 

C-2
C-3

C-2
C-3

C-2
C-3

C-3

Class discussion, participation 
Discussion Leader/Presentation 
paper during term 
Final paper ( due Lesson 40) 

= 200 pts 
= 200 pts 
= 400 pts 

C-1,C-3
C-I,C-3

Guidelines on writing, and for class discussion/participation, will be distributed. Essays will be C-4
returned with comments on content and style, and a portfolio method will be used. Due dates are 

2 




















































































